
“Originally developed
for the aviation industry,

Plexus cleans, protects and
polishes all types of plastic.”

It protects by actually sealing the pores in the
plastic making it more resistant to foreign
substances and other debris.  In doing this,
Plexus also facilitates future cleanings.

Plexus polishes with an invisible,
non-cumulative, micro thin layer of protectant.

Its anti-static properties help to repel the dust
and lint usually attracted to plastic.

BECAUSE AIRCRAFT WINDOWS
DONT LOOK LIKE THIS ANYMORE!

Plexus cleans by enveloping dirt
and dust particles then lifting them from

the surface to avoid scratching it while wiping
the contaminants away.

New Zealand Distributor
Po Box 22 486 Christchurch

Phone 0800 PLEXUS
email info@ingear.co.nz

Finally...
an easy and effective way to clean,

protect & polish all clear or coloured plastics!

What is Plexus?
simply, the most effective product you can use to clean,

protect and polish all clear and coloured plastics as
well as most painted surfaces.

Originally developed for aviation applications, specifically to
preserve the clarity of the very expensive plastic aircraft canopies,

windows and windshields.

All purpose cleaning products
containing ammonia, alcohol and/or abrasives can prematurely
deteriorate plastic surfaces, leading to discoloration, brittleness,
crazing and lack of clarity.

Plexus cleans polishes & protects
with out the use of harmful chemicals or abrasives, providing a
fresh surface that’s clean, lustrous and protected.

Plexus penetrates
the stain and lefts it from the surface so that it can be removed
without grinding it into the plastic causing scratches.

Anti-Static
To repel the dust normally attracted to plastic

Additionally
as Plexus is wiped away, an invisible micro thin layer of protectant
is applied, sealing the porous surface, making it more resistant to
dirt, debris & other contaminants, this helps to prevent crazing,
yellowing & oxidation.

Plexus works
on countless

plastic products,
preventing premature wear

while helping them to look their
best. Plexus produces a shiny,

cleaner more lustrous finish with no
smears or smudges. It makes coloured
plastics v ibrant, clear plastics v irtually

transparent and plastic paints gleaming like new.

Of course,  there ’s really only one way to be convinced
about the superiority of Plexus: Try i t for yourself!

Motorcycle
Saddlebags
Polished metals
Helmets face shields
Sunglasses
Fairings

Watercraft
Vinyl windows
Instrument panels
Portholes & hatch covers
Diving masks & goggles
Acrylic & polycarbonate screens
Jet Skis

Automotive
Convertible top windows
Light lenses and covers
Instrument panels
Acrylic Windows

Aviation
Acrylic windows, Windshields
Canopies
Instrument panels
Sunglasses

Household
Patio Enclosures
Eye/Sun Glasses
Acrylic Showers, Spas
Window Tint Films
Swim Goggles
Guitars, Keyboards
Pianos,Organs, Drum Kits
Compact Discs
LCD Computer Screens
Aquariums

Commerical
Vending Machine Fascias
Lucite, Lexan
Plexiglas, Acrylite
Brochure Holders
Vynal Lettering
Backlit signs
Display Stands
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